
Let’s Talk: Essay Basics 1.2
Critical Analysis Paper

• Organization & Style

• MLA Format & Quotation Integration

• *Main Arguments - See 1.1

• *Topic Sentences - See 1.1

• *Commentary - See 1.1



• When writing an essay, you can generally assume two things:
• Your reader has read the book
• Your reader has common historical knowledge

• When you think about organizing your essay, think about not 
only explaining your stance, but also putting information 
into context:

• Think about: Should this body paragraph:
• Explain background info; yes - this is analysis!
• BUILD a case; don’t just list, prioritize!
• Fully expand on a specific part of the thesis
• Use a counter-argument

 

Let’s Talk: Organization & Style



Let’s Talk: Organization & Style
• Introductions can be a good 

place to start to include 
relevant background 
information

• Hook >
(Get our attention) 

• Transition >
(Identify the text here) 

• Explanation >
(What does the topic/prompt 
really mean?)

• Main Argument 
(ie: Thesis)

• Conclusions are a chance to:

• Present a new, relevant 
idea

• Restate the thesis in a 
new way

• Discuss any additional 
commentary you could 
not find a place for in the 
essay



MLA Format…
And YOU!

Unless you are intentionally and 
specifically using a different format...



Activity

▰ Let’s see what you know!
▰ Here’s an activity...
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▰ Setup up your essay document RIGHT NOW
▰ Make sure to include:

▰ A proper HEADER

▰ A proper HEADING

▰ A creative TITLE

▰ Proper SPACING
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BIG 
CONCEPT 1:
Header vs. 
Heading
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BIG 
CONCEPT 2:
Spacing

▰ FONT: Double-spaced, 12 pt

▰ MARGINS: One Inch
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BIG CONCEPT 3:
Citations (pt. 1)

What’s the difference between these 
two styles of citation?

Non-Embedded = A complete sentence
Embedded = A partial sentence
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BIG CONCEPT 3:
Citations (pt. 2)

What’s different about how punctuation 
is used in these citations?

Pay attention to narration vs. dialogue



`

• When the boy 
says, “This is a 
good place, 
Papa” 
(McCarthy 23), 
his father is 
cooking dinner 
for them over a 
campfire.
Integrated!

Let’s Talk: Quotation Integration
Remember: direct quotations should not stand alone, and should 
sound like they are part of a complete sentence

• “This is a good 
place, Papa.” 
(McCarthy 23) 
His father is 
cooking dinner 
for them over a 
campfire.

• While his father 
is cooking 
dinner for them 
over a campfire, 
the boy, “This is 
a good place, 
Papa” 
(McCarthy 23).

Not Integrated!
Plopped/ 

Not Integrated!
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BIG CONCEPT 4:
Works Cited
(pt. 2)

Last Name, First Name. Title of Book. City of Publication, 
Publisher, Publication Date.



Let’s Talk: Topic Sentences
• Topic Sentences should introduce an argument, 

NOT a fact or a piece of data.

• Just like a thesis, a topic sentence should be clear, direct, and 
DEBATABLE.

• If I am writing a body paragraph…

• Weak TS: 
“The man teaches the boy how to shoot a gun.”

• ”Okay” TS: 
“The man teaches the boy many valuable lessons.”

• Stronger TS: “The man is too harsh in forcing the boy to 
make difficult decisions that he is not ready for yet.”



Let’s Talk: Commentary
• Commentary refers to context, summary and analysis provided 

around the actual evidence

• DO go back and forth between lines of examples and analysis 

• Keep asking yourself:  “Why is this important?” after every 
example when doing analysis

• Three ways (amongst others) to insert commentary:

• 1) Golden Lines style

• Quotation > Summary > Context > Analysis

• 2) “Quotation Sandwich” style

• Context > Quotation > Analysis

• 3) “Say Mean Matter” style (for “follow-up” evidence)

• Quotation > Summary > Analysis



The Handmaid’s Tale
Essay Worktime

• Step 1: Choose which prompt you want to 
respond to

• Step 2: Conceptualize your main argument 
and construct a draft thesis

• Step 3: Find at least six pieces of evidence 
total that will help you make your argument

• By Mon/Tues: Have  an outline that you can 
bring to class and workshop; you will get a 
Habits of Mind grade for bringing an outline!


